Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners (CIP)
We are looking for a Student Assistant
CIP is the management company for Copenhagen Infrastructure I, CI Artemis, Copenhagen Infrastructure II and
Copenhagen Infrastructure III, respectively DKK 7.2bn, DKK 2.9bn, DKK 14.7bn and DKK 8.8bn infrastructure funds
committed by 19 financial investors. CIP focuses on infrastructure investments primarily within the energy space, e.g.,
wind power, biomass and transmission assets, in Northern and Western Europe and North America.
CIP was founded in 2012, currently has +40 employees, and is owned and managed by five senior partners, who have
worked closely together throughout the last 15 years with transactions and investments in the energy sector. We have
offices in central Copenhagen and our team is international, fast moving and entrepreneurial. For further information,
please see www.cip.dk.
The Position:
As student assistant you will have an exciting and challenging day, where your analytical skills will be applied in
practice, further developed and challenged. You will become part of a student team of 7 and a highly competent and
experienced team, where you will have the opportunity to learn while contributing to successful fund management by
CIP administrating more than 40 companies – Reporting, Accounting, Controlling and Tax.
Together with your colleagues you will be helping to carry out finance related activities for the company's partners and
other senior employees. Key tasks includes:


Accounting activities



Controlling activities



Various analysis to support decision making



Reporting/Presentations preparation



Different administrative and ad hoc tasks

The Candidate:
We are looking for candidates preferably on the 1st year of a relevant Master’s Degree (Cand.merc. Accounting,
Strategy & Control or Cand.merc.aud). However, candidates on the last year of a relevant Bachelor’s Degree (Ha.
Almen or similar) could also be considered. Key requirements include:


Proven academic track record (top 10%)



Independent, ambitious and self-driven with excellent communication and interpersonal skills



Thriving on taking responsibility and achieving results – independently and as part of a team



Analytical and detail orientated



The candidate is expected to be fluent in English and is an experienced Microsoft Office user. Candidates with
good excel skills will be preferred.

CIP Offers:
An interesting job in a young and growing company with a changing working environment, giving the candidate the
opportunity to influence his/her daily routine and schedule. The CIP team is multicultural and the corporate language
is English. The expected average hours a week is 15-20 hours.
Contact:
Resume and application should be sent to Selina Krogh Tuxen (stu@cip.dk) no later than 29 May 2017. You can also
send an e-mail to Selina Krogh Tuxen on the above e-mail address or call her (+45 61 51 11 50), if you have further
questions about the position.

